**IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD**

① Sundays are best for seeing Inokashira Park at its liveliest—the park teems with street performers, musicians, manga readers and flea markets. The neighborhood just south of the park, where the suburbs eventually turn to farmland, is a wonderful place to stroll and house-gaze on a sunny afternoon. Food stops include a cold beer and some yōkitori at Iseya, a Japanese take on Indian curry at Oh! India, Thai eats in the park at Pepacafé or a galette in the woods at Café Du Lièvre.

② Don’t be deceived by the gaudiness of the covered shopping streets just north of the station: nestled within their jumble are bars, jazz cafés and small galleries worth searching out.

**GENERAL INFORMATION**

Station: Kichijoji  
Lines: Keio Inokashira, JR Chuo  
Access: 15-20 minute walk through Inokashira Park from the Koen (Park) exit of Kichijoji Station.

Entry: Adults ¥1000, middle & high school students ¥700, elementary school students ¥400, preschoolers 4 and older ¥100, children under 4 free  

Hours: 10AM to 6PM  
Closed on Tuesdays  
Advanced ticket sales through kiosks at Lawson Convenience Stores only.

Address: The West Park of Inokashira Park, 1-1-83 Shimorenjaku, Mitaka-shi, Tokyo  
Tel: +81-(0)570-055777  
url: http://www.ghibli-museum.jp/